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DESIGNER
DIGITAL ART | VECTOR ART | LAYOUT | ADVERTISING | PHOTO MANIPULATION
MANUAL ILLUSTRATION | CREATIVE WRITING | TYPOGRAPHY | LOGO DESIGN
PACKAGING | PROMOTIONAL ART | POSTERS

I’m a Finnish-American designer. 15+ years of experience. Easygoing, adaptable,
no ego (but plenty of pride), outdoorsy movie and music nerd who LOVES design
work. I can do layouts, concepts, branding, and illustration work using pens and
computers, cameras and duct tape. I shoot and edit video, write copy and do
packaging designs and lobby installations. Got something else?
I’d like to try that too!

WHO

01/2005 - current BRUCE FOX INC. / DESIGNER

I design awards and lobby installations for a number of Fortune
500, corporate and government clients, e.g. Boeing, Google,
Harley-Davidson, Pepsico, Cleveland Clinic and many others.

2007 - current FREELANCE / WRITER

Writing reviews and biographies for various clients and publications, including widely distributed work for All-Music Guide

01/2002 - current FREELANCE / DESIGNER

Global Freelance design projects mainly in the publishing and
healthcare industries.

05/2004 - 11/2011 ART DIRECTOR/PUBLISHER

I ran the POINT BLANK PRESS publishing imprint, which released
around 30 novels by renowned authors, winning notable awards.

01/2001 - 12/2001 SONY/EMAZING inc.

Graphic designer and content writer for this Sony-owned
Louisville company.
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Svetlana Pir

PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATOR
INDESIGN
PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDEO
MARKETING
MATH

SKILLS

Publisher,
ks, Ireland
BeTimes Boo

phone:
email:

(502) 956-9118
juha@oivas.com

for web presence...

GOOGLE ME!

